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Letter from the Chair

While supporting the George T. Hunter Lecture Series hosted at UT-Chattanooga a few nights

ago, I was fortunate to have exercised my opportunity to hear PBS commentator and NY

Times columnist David Brooks speak.  I enjoy his columns and his appearances on PBS with

Mark Shields and Jim Lehrer because, regardless of political affiliation, they often seem to

focus discussion on achieving a greater public good.  On this particular night at

UT-Chattanooga, Mr. Brooks focused the discussion on the necessity of building and

maintaining a strong community regardless of how one may define that term in this global

economy.  He urged that a community’s strength is not only important presently, but

profoundly shapes the future of society (and its values).  I walked away from the auditorium

convinced that there is a majority of us who simply want to contribute in action and in deed

for our own good, for the public good, and for our community’s good.

The sense of community we share as TBA Environmental Law Section members appears, to

me, unique among attorneys.  One need only to review the list of prior and present Officers

and Executive Committee members to recognize how this Section has been provided

throughout the years with extraordinary talents generously supplied by attorneys from a

variety of practice backgrounds, including: private practice, in house counsel, government

practice, environmental interest groups, and academia.  From often divergent viewpoints, in

an effort to help us be better lawyers and counselors, each voluntarily shares wisdom with

the Section’s membership, enriching our understanding about the rewards, impacts, costs,

benefits, consequences and opportunities of our collective counsel to our respective clients. 

It is in this regard that we cannot express enough of our gratitude to the Section’s past

leaders who continue to remain active and to this past year’s Section Chair, Max Fleischer,

for balancing his leadership role with his responsibilities as a true public servant for TDEC’s

Office of General Counsel. 

I look forward to you and other Tennessee environmental law practitioners continuing to

strengthen the working relationships we share while collaborating on a myriad of

opportunities and projects during the coming year.  The overarching goal for the coming year

is to see us all renew and strengthen the ties that make TBA Environmental Law Section

membership a progressive and enjoyable community of attorneys who care for and about the

environment and each other.

How can you join in strengthening your TBA Environmental Law Section Community?  Prepare

an article or secure a newsletter sponsor for editor Rick Hitchcock.  Participate in the

Section’s early-2010 version of the ABA’s One Million Trees Project and plant trees in your

area (More Info Coming Soon).  Attend TDEC’s annual Solid and Hazardous Waste CLE

program in Gatlinburg, or ask Max Fleischer about being a presenter.  Submit a “Green Tips”

idea to be supplied for TBA President Gail Vaughn Ashworth’s column on environmentally

beneficial actions attorneys can undertake.  Thanks for participating and making your

community a better one.

David Higney
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Update on Water Supply Issues in the Southeast

By: Rebecca Tolene

Water supply issues continue to be a concern among southeastern states.  The most recent

drought touched off a number of legal and political battles among states.  A recent Columbia

University study
1
 indicates that water shortages in the Southeast have been primarily caused

by population growth and not recent drought conditions, which they categorize as minor for

the area.  These conclusions indicate that battles over water are here to stay in the

Southeast.  States will continue to take steps to secure water supplies for current citizens

and for future growth.  Two ongoing cases could dramatically affect the future of these

efforts and should be watched closely by practitioners whose clients could be affected.

South Carolina v. North Carolina

On Tuesday, October 13, 2009, the United States Supreme Court heard oral arguments in

South Carolina v. North Carolina, a case involving a dispute between the two states over

water flows in the Catawba River.  The issue in front of the Court doesn’t speak to the

merits of the water dispute, but rather the issue of whether additional parties may

intervene in a lawsuit between two states, over which the Court has original jurisdiction. 

The Special Master who is handling the case at the request of the Court has recommended

that the City of Charlotte, N.C., an interstate water supply organization, and a hydroelectric

power company, be allowed to intervene in the lawsuit brought by South Carolina.  The U.S.

government disagrees with the recommendation and argues that the states should speak for

the interests of all their citizens.

The Catawba River has its headwaters in the Blue Ridge Mountains of North Carolina, and

flows into South Carolina through a lake and tributary rivers for 440 miles before emptying

into the Atlantic Ocean at the mouth of the Santee River.  The Catawba River is a significant

source of water for both states.  According to South Carolina, an interbasin transfer statute

enacted by North Carolina authorized the transfer of at least 48 million gallons per day from

the river.  South Carolina argues that this exceeds North Carolina’s share of the Catawba

River and requests that the Court determine the equitable apportionment of the river and

enjoin North Carolina from permitting past or future transfers inconsistent with the

apportionment.

The issues in this case, involving the parties that can join the legal battle when states are

fighting over limited water supplies and how such waters should be divided, are at the heart

of the water wars.  Will private entities and/or municipalities be able to join a case in order

to present their unique interests?  Even within one state, different regions and different

users may strongly disagree on how the available water should be apportioned.  In addition,

the ultimate resolution of this case -- how the water should be divided -- could strongly

influence future disputes.  South Carolina resorted to the courts after political talks

between the states faltered.  Justice moves slowly, however, especially in the water

battles.  The single longest running Supreme Court case, Arizona v. California, was a water

apportionment battle that concluded with the Court’s decision in 2006.  It began in 1952.

The Atlanta Water Battles

On July 17, 2009, U.S. District Court Judge Paul Magnuson (M.D. Fla) ruled against Georgia in

the State’s water dispute with Alabama and Florida, deciding that Atlanta must stop

withdrawing water from Lake Lanier unless it can get approval from Congress.  The Court
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held that water supply, in the form of withdrawals from Lake Lanier, are not a

Congressionally-authorized purpose of the Buford Dam project and therefore the U.S. Army

Corps of Engineers' decision to supply water from the project, without Congressional

approval, is a violation of federal law.

The Court recognized the possible “draconian result” of the decision and stayed its Order for

three years, “to allow the parties to obtain Congress’ approval for the operational changes

the water supply providers request.”  During the stay, the parties can continue to withdraw

water at current rates but cannot increase.  If there is no Congressional authorization during

the next three years, the operation of Buford Dam will return to the “baseline” operations

of the mid-1970s, meaning Atlanta’s withdrawals from Lake Lanier would end.

The Court reviewed the legislative history of Buford Dam and determined that when the

Dam was authorized, planned, and constructed, the Corps did not anticipate water-supply

withdrawals from the reservoir nor did the Corps set aside any portion of Lake Lanier’s

storage for water supply.  Rather, the incidental water supply benefit discussed during

planning and construction was the regulation of the river’s flow.  Atlanta’s decision not to

pay for a portion of the Dam's construction was repeatedly pointed to as evidence to support

this conclusion.  In the 1940s, both Atlanta and the Corps said that the City should not have

to pay any portion of the cost of the Dam because the water supply benefits from regulated

flows were simply incidental to the purposes of the Dam and because there was not

designated storage for water supply purposes.  As stated by the Corps in 1953, the project

would “not make available any more water than is now going past Atlanta.  It is only going

to make it flow by at a more uniform rate.”

Georgia is attempting to appeal the decision to the Eleventh Circuit, but the District Court

recently refused to agree that the July Order was a final judgment in the case and noted

that it does not provide injunctive relief as the State claims.  The Court also frowned upon

the State’s continued litigation of the matter, saying an appeal would only delay and further

complicate the resolution of claims.  Officials from Alabama and Georgia continue to meet

to try to resolve the issues.  Atlanta has announced its intent to build a new reservoir to

provide water for the City, although opposition from environmental groups and others may

make that difficult.

Many of us represent industries, municipalities, farmers, private developers and others who

rely on a steady, available water supply to support their endeavors.  As these cases suggest,

there is an opportunity to enhance the scope of legal advice we are providing these clients

by providing advice on water law issues.  Indeed, there may be a responsibility to do so. 

These two cases will influence how future struggles are resolved and should be watched

closely.

The views presented in this article are those of the author and may not necessarily be the

views of the Tennessee Valley Authority.

Endnote:

1.)   http://www.ldeo.columbia.edu/res/div/ocp/pub/seager/Seager_etal_SE_2009.pdf

 

News From TDEC

CITATIONS FOR TDEC’S ADMINISTRATIVE RULES ARE ABOUT TO CHANGE

By Wayne Gregory, Rule Coordinator, TDEC

A number of years ago, the Department of Environment and Conservation was created by

taking the environmental programs from the Department of Health and Environment and

combining them with the existing Department of Conservation. Because of this merger, there

exist to this day two series of administrative rules that are administered by the Department
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of Environment and Conservation (the Conservation series is 0400, and the Health series is

1200).  To complicate things further, the Department of Health continues to also use the

1200 series. In an attempt to end this confusion, we are working with the Secretary of State

(the publisher of Rules in Tennessee) to place all of the Department of Environment and

Conservation's rules in the 0400 series. This will result in the citation being changed, but no

substantive change to the rules is being made.

The authority for making a change in the way our administrative rules are numbered and

arranged is found in Tennessee Code Annotated § 4-5-221.  That section provides in part

that: "(1) . . . the Secretary of State is authorized to rearrange, regroup, and renumber the

divisions, chapters, rules, and parts of rules for publication in the administrative code."

The Department has researched the impact of changing Rule numbers on various documents

issued or used by the regulatory programs that will continue to reference the previous Rule

numbers, for example, permits, administrative and enforcement orders, forms, and official

documents on file with EPA.  We have determined that they will remain enforceable.  We

have advised the staff to make changes to the various documents as they come up for

renewal.  We have prepared a chart of the new rule numbers that will guide us through this

modification process and when the change actually begins we will make this chart assessable

to interested parties.  We anticipate having some rules ready for the number change in the

next several weeks with others to follow shortly thereafter.  When a Rule number is

changed, the Secretary of State will make it clear on its official website that the change has

been made and will give clear instruction on how to find the rule with its new number.

The link to the Secretary of State's website is:  www.state.tn.us/sos/

Meth labs - A Melting Pot of Liabilities

By:  Dallas Whitmill, P.E., Environmental & National Resources

Manager, Aquaterra Engineering, LLC, a Terracon Company

Over the past decade, Tennessee has faced an epidemic not only of methamphetamine use

but also an epidemic of environmental damage from the illicit production of meth.  Law

enforcement officers have encountered approximately 7,600 meth labs across the State

since 1998.

Meth labs can be found in many places, ranging from single family homes to parks or to

automobiles.  Like the fumes and chemicals that are emitted from meth labs, the liabilities

associated with the illegal operations permeate and contaminate a broad area.

Homeowners, neighbors, landlords, mortgage companies, law enforcement personnel, and

others face environmental and associated financial risks and liabilities that remain after a

meth lab has been quarantined and the perpetrators have been arrested and charged.

A review of some of the chemicals used in the production of methamphetamine provides us

with a backdrop of the potential environmental concerns tied to these facilities.  These

production and byproduct chemicals include volatile organic compounds such as acetone,

methanol, benzene, toluene, and ether, as well as other hazardous chemicals that include

sulfuric acid, sodium hydroxide, red phosphorus, phosphine gas, iodine, and the

methamphetamine itself.  Many of these chemicals are flammable, explosive, or dangerously

reactive.  If drug use has occurred in the area of the meth lab, it is likely that there will also

be used needles and other sharps present.  There could be significant risks associated with

the handling and disposal of these chemicals and materials even with proper disposal

methods.

Unfortunately, most often these chemicals are dumped on the property or are disposed of in

sink drains leading to sewer or septic systems.
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The liabilities associated with these environmental concerns are significant and directly

related to exposure to these hazards.  Potential impacts to human health from these

chemicals and other hazards include reproductive disorders, birth defects, kidney failure,

cancer, respiratory failure, blindness, blood-borne diseases, and death.  Environmental

health concerns can extend to all who enter or live in the immediate vicinity of the meth

lab, including municipal workers, such as trash collectors, and nearby residents of the

neighborhood.  These that are most often at the greatest risk are children, with their

naturally curious nature and their higher susceptibility to lower chemical concentrations. 

There are numerous potential exposure pathways for these chemicals including direct

exposure to chemicals in and around the structure, exposure to vapors emanating from the

structure, and exposure to soil and groundwater contaminated by improper disposal

practices.

When the State of Tennessee recognized this epidemic, it was proactive in addressing it by

developing a program that regulates the isolation and remediation of meth labs.  In

developing the program, the State of Tennessee looked to the States of Washington, Oregon

and California, as they had dealt with this issue for many years and had well-established

programs.  Tennessee’s program is modeled after programs of these states and includes a

provision for law enforcement officers to quarantine a structure that has been contaminated

by a meth lab and to record a notice of quarantine, as well as procedures for testing and

cleanup by certified contractors.  Quarantine and remediation requirements are set forth in

Tenn. Code. Ann. § 68-212-501, et seq., and regulations at Chapter 1200-1-19 (See Below).

The meth lab program is administered by TDEC's Division of Remediation, and is based on a

tiered approach, based upon potential risk.  A Tier I meth lab is one that is typically located

in a hotel and most often includes the production of only precursor chemicals for the making

of methamphetamine.  The most serious risks are posed by Tier IV meth labs, also known as

“Super Labs”, which have been used for an extended period of time and have manufactured

large quantities of methamphetamine.

In order for a meth lab quarantine to be released, a contractor that has been certified by

the State is required to complete the testing and remediation of the structure.  Upon

completion of the remediation process, the certified contractor is required to develop a

report that documents the proper remediation and disposal of the contaminated structure

and property and to submit a “Certificate of Fitness”.  It is then the responsibility of the law

enforcement agency to review and approve the documentation prior to releasing the

quarantine.  After approval, the law enforcement agency files the Certificate of Fitness in

the Recorder's office and removes the quarantine notices from the property.

Like the environmental liabilities associated with these meth labs, the financial liabilities

associated with them also can be significant and far reaching.  The property owner not only

faces the cost associated with the testing and remediation of the structure and surrounding

property, but also the reduced value of the property.  Because the notice of a quarantine for

a meth lab is recorded on the deed of the property, it can impact the long term value of

that property, even if the property is remediated.  Often, the property owner does not have

funding to remediate the property which may cost them thousands of dollars.  Arrested

meth lab operators are unlikely to help with the expense.  In these cases, the financial

liability is passed on to the mortgage holder, through foreclosure, or the property is simply

abandoned.  Whether the meth lab property is abandoned or foreclosed, it produces a ripple

effect that impacts the property values of the surrounding neighborhood.

Financial liabilities and pressures are also placed on law enforcement agencies to place,

maintain and, when appropriate, release quarantines.  Once a quarantine has been placed

on a structure, the law enforcement agencies has the responsibility to ensure that the

quarantine is not violated.  This can involve a significant effort, with former tenants trying

to re-enter the structure to recover their personal items and thieves finding opportunity for

stealing from a vacant property.  Review and approval of the Certificate of Fitness prior to

releasing the quarantine also burden law enforcement agencies.  Many of these law

enforcement agencies already have limited resources to deal with the criminal aspects of

meth labs and drug trafficking. When additional resources are required to properly
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administer quarantines, it can become a significant problem.

The production of methamphetamine is not only dangerous and illegal, it also results in

long-term environmental and financial impacts to the property, involved in the

manufacturing of meth, surrounding properties, and the community as a whole.  The State

of Tennessee has been proactive in attempting to minimize the environmental liabilities

associated with meth labs by certifying testing and remediation professionals and

establishing quarantine procedures. The next challenge is to develop a funding method that

will further enable law enforcement agencies to implement and enforce quarantine notices

and to ensure remediation of meth labs and their return to a productive use in an expedited

manner.

----------------

Requirements / Regulations

Tenn. Code. Ann. § 68-212-501, et seq. addresses properties contaminated by the

manufacture of methamphetamine. 

•    § 68-212-502 provides for the Commissioner of TDEC to compile and maintain a list of

individuals certified to perform testing and cleanup of properties contaminated in the

manufacture of methamphetamine.

•    § 68-212-503(b) establishes the procedure for quarantine of properties by law

enforcement personnel where manufacture of methamphetamine has occurred.

•     § 68-212-503(c) permits a person with an interest in quarantined property to bring an

action to lift the quarantine because (1) the property was wrongfully quarantined or (2) the

property has been properly cleaned but the law enforcement agency has refused to lift the

quarantine.

•    § 68-212-503(d) prohibits from inhabiting quarantined property, offering it for

habitation, or removing any quarantine signs or notices.  Willful violation is a Class B

misdemeanor. 

•    § 68-212-505 establishes the procedure for the owner of quarantined property to retain a

certified person, from the list maintained by the Commissioner, to perform testing,

clean-up, and removal.  The quarantine must remain in effect until the qualified person

certifies to the quarantining agency that the property is safe for human use.   

•    § 68-212-506 provides that inspection, testing, and quarantine costs will be considered

when restitution is calculated.

•    § 68-212-507 describes the procedure for filing notice of quarantine with the register of

deeds. 

•    § 68-212-508 establishes the procedure for issuance and recording of a certificate of

fitness for a quarantined property.

•    § 68-212-509 requires a law enforcement agency issuing an order of quarantine to

provide within seven (7) days notice to the Commissioner of TDEC regarding the quarantined

site.

TDEC’s regulations concerning Standards for Testing and Cleaning Quarantined Clandestine

Drub Manufacturing Sites are found at Chapter 1200-1-19.

See, e.g., Att. Gen. Op. 08-100, 2008 Tenn. AG LEXIS 103 (May 6, 2008)(Guidance for the

Commissioner concerning the application of quarantine provisions).

For further information, see http://tennessee.gov/environment/dor/meth/
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Aquaterra recently joined forces with Terracon to better serve our clients throughout the

Southeast and nationally. We have expanded from our five-office network to a national

geotechnical, environmental, construction materials and facilities firm with more than 100

offices in 37 states. Gallet & Associates, Inc., headquartered in Birmingham, Ala., and WPC,

Inc., headquartered in Charleston, S.C., also recently joined Terracon.

As a result of this significant expansion, Terracon now has 35 offices serving the states of

North Carolina, Georgia, Tennessee, South Carolina, Alabama, Florida, Louisiana and

Mississippi.

Clients will experience the following enhanced benefits of working with us:

 

•    Continued working relationships with the same people, but with new access to

experts across the country.

•    Significantly increased staff and equipment resources, with the ability to quickly

mobilize to address changes in workload.

•    Ability to take on larger and more complex assignments, including multiple sites

simultaneously.

•    Knowledge of soil conditions across the country with our network of engineers

and geologists who practice locally.

•    Expanded relationships with regulators, building officials and business partners.
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